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ABSTRACT

Cellular genomes are constantly damaged by
endogenous and exogenous agents that covalently
and structurally modify DNA to produce DNA
lesions. Although most lesions are mended by
various DNA repair pathways in vivo, a significant
number of damage sites persist during genomic rep-
lication. Our understanding of the mutagenic
outcomes derived from these unrepaired DNA
lesions has been hindered by the low throughput
of existing sequencing methods. Therefore, we
have developed a cost-effective high-throughput
short oligonucleotide sequencing assay that uses
next-generation DNA sequencing technology for
the assessment of the mutagenic profiles of
translesion DNA synthesis catalyzed by any error-
prone DNA polymerase. The vast amount of
sequencing data produced were aligned and
quantified by using our novel software. As an
example, the high-throughput short oligonucleotide
sequencing assay was used to analyze the types and
frequencies of mutations upstream, downstream
and at a site-specifically placed cis–syn thymidine–
thymidine dimer generated individually by three
lesion-bypass human Y-family DNA polymerases.

INTRODUCTION

DNA damage often causes replicative DNA polymerases
to stall at lesion sites, arresting DNA synthesis, and
eventually leading to apoptosis. To rescue stalled replica-
tion machinery, cells often switch to a DNA polymerase

that is specialized to bypass DNA lesions, a process
known as translesion DNA synthesis (TLS). Among the
six DNA polymerase families, most of the DNA lesion
bypass polymerases phylogenetically belong to the
Y-family. The Y-family polymerases lack proof-reading
30!50 exonuclease activity and catalyze both error-free
and error-prone TLS (1). Notably, 4 of the 16 identified
human DNA polymerases, designated as DNA polymer-
ases eta (hPolZ), kappa (hPolk), iota (hPoli) and Rev1
(hRev1), are in the Y-family. Although there is significant
overlap in the lesion bypass abilities of these four enzymes,
the nucleotide incorporation efficiency and fidelity of each
human Y-family polymerase during TLS is likely lesion-
specific (2). Therefore, it is possible that each Y-family
polymerase has evolved to bypass a specific set of
lesions in vivo. However, with the exception of ultraviolet
(UV)-induced cyclobutane pyrimidine dimers (CPDs) such
as cis–syn thymidine-thymidine (TT) dimers, the question
of which Y-family polymerase is responsible for the
bypass of a specific lesion type remains unanswered.
CPDs are estimated to account for �80% of UV-

induced mutations within mammalian genomes (3).
Among the human Y-family members, hPolZ is known
to catalyze the mostly error-free bypass of cis–syn TT
dimers in vitro (4–6) and in vivo (7–9). Inactivation of
hPolZ through genetic mutation or deletion leads to the
xeroderma pigmentosum variant disease, which predis-
poses individuals to increased incidence of skin cancer
(9–12). In the absence of hPolZ, both hPolk (7) and
hPoli (13–15) have been proposed to be responsible for
the error-prone TLS of cis–syn TT dimers. Thus, it is bio-
logically important to investigate the mutagenic patterns
of TLS of a cis–syn TT dimer catalyzed by these human
Y-family enzymes.
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Studying the mutagenic consequences of TLS is
essential to further our understanding of the mechanisms
governing faithful genomic maintenance and cancer
induction. However, the current methods for investigating
the mutagenic profiles resulting from DNA lesion bypass
catalyzed by DNA polymerases are labor-intensive, have
low-throughput and often use a shuttle vector system
requiring the amplification of lesion bypass products in
Escherichia coli before sequencing and analysis (16–21).
To overcome these obstacles, we have developed a
high-throughput short oligonucleotide sequencing assay
(HT-SOSA) that uses next-generation DNA sequencing
technology to analyze the mutagenic profile produced as
a result of the bypass of a site-specifically placed DNA
lesion. This method enables the examination of the types
and frequencies of lesion-induced errors generated by
specific DNA polymerases. Although next-generation
sequencing technology has previously been used to
assess the mutagenic properties of carboxymethylated
DNA lesions (22), only mutations opposite the lesion
site were analyzed. In contrast, our design provides
sequencing information for at least 10 template positions
upstream and downstream from the DNA lesion site. This
sequencing window is essential for the study of DNA
damage-induced mutations within a newly replicated
strand, as some types of DNA lesions reduce the fidelity
of DNA polymerases at template positions adjacent to the
lesion site due to a polymerase ‘sensing mechanism’
(17,18,23,24). By directly sequencing polymerase chain
reaction (PCR)-amplified in vitro bypass products, our
method also eliminates the time-consuming and labor-
intensive steps of isolating and amplifying individual
shuttle vectors bearing lesion bypass products in E. coli
before sequencing a limited number of lesion bypass
products. Finally, by using a bar-coding strategy to label
DNA products produced by each combination of a DNA
substrate and a polymerase, multiple populations of
DNA lesion bypass products can be sequenced simultan-
eously within a single sequencing run. To analyze the mu-
tagenic profiles, we developed specialized software called
the ‘Next-Generation Sequencing Position Counter’ to
align and quantify millions of DNA sequences.
Therefore, in comparison with our first generation of the
short oligonucleotide sequencing assay (SOSA) (17,18,21)
and other methods in the literature (6,16,19,20),
HT-SOSA enables the assessment of the mutagenic conse-
quences of lesion bypass in a cost-effective manner, with
exponentially increased sequencing information. Here, as
a demonstration of HT-SOSA, we determined the types
and frequencies of mutations generated individually by the
human Y-family DNA polymerases hPolZ, hPolk and

hPoli at template positions upstream, downstream and
opposite a site-specifically placed cis–syn TT dimer.

MATERIALS AND METHODS

Materials

Reagents were purchased from the following companies:
OptiKinase from USB Corporation, [g-32P]ATP from MP
Biomedicals, dNTPs from GE Healthcare and T4 DNA
ligase from Fermentas. Full-length hPolZ, truncated
hPolk (residues 9–518) and truncated hPoli (residues
1-420) were expressed and purified as previously
described (17).

Synthesis of 21-mer-TT. The oligonucleotide 21-mer-TT
(Table 1) containing a site-specifically placed cis–syn
TT-dimer photoproduct was synthesized on a 0.2-mmol
scale from the cis–syn TT dimer building
block DMT-dT-PO(OCE)[c,s]-N3-(pivaloyloxymethyl)-
dT-P(OCE)(NiPr2) (25) on an Applied Biosystem DNA
synthesizer by standard phosphoramidite chemistry on a
controlled pore glass (CPG) solid support. The yield for
the dimer coupling step was �40%, as observed from
trityl monitoring. The oligonucleotide was cleaved from
the solid support using concentrated ammonium hydrox-
ide at 55�C in a sealed tube overnight. The sample was
dried in a Savant Speedvac, dissolved in ddH2O and
filtered. The oligonucleotide was purified by reverse-phase
high performance liquid chromatography (HPLC). The
HPLC purified 21-mer-TT oligo was then confirmed to
be correct by Matrix-assisted laser desorption ionisation
time of flight (MALDI-TOF) mass spectrometry:
(M+H)+6477.3 calculated, 6478.1 found.

DNA substrates

All DNA oligomers (Table 1 and Supplementary Table
S1), except for 21-mer-TT, were purchased from
Integrated DNA Technologies. All oligomers in Table 1
were gel-purified by using denaturing polyacrylamide gel
electrophoresis (PAGE). Due to the difficulty in chem-
ically synthesizing long DNA oligos containing a cis–syn
TT dimer, the damaged DNA template 77-mer-TT was
generated by ligation of the 21-mer-TT with a 31-mer
and 25-mer DNA oligo by using standard protocols
(Supplementary Figure S1). Briefly, the 31-mer,
21-mer-TT, (50-32P)-labeled 25-mer and a guide 51-mer
were mixed in a 1:1:1:1 molar ratio, heated to 70�C for 5
min and allowed to cool slowly. The annealed 77-mer-TT
was ligated by T4 DNA ligase at 16�C for 24 h. Unligated
DNA products were separated from the ligated 77-mer-TT
product by using denaturing PAGE. The 50-32P-labeled

Table 1. Undamaged and damaged DNA oligomers containing a cis–syn TT dimera

31-mer 30-CCTGCTGTCCTGCCGTAGTCGTTACAACTGG-50

21-mer-TT 50- GTTGAGTTACAGCTAGGTTAC-30

25-mer 30- CTCCGCACGACACGCTCGCCTATCC-50

77-mer-TT 30-CCTGCTGTCCTGCCGTAGTCGTTACAACTGGGTTGAGTTACAGCTAGGTTACCTCCGCACGACACGCTCGCCTATCC-50

77-mer-ctl 30-CCTGCTGTCCTGCCGTAGTCGTTACAACTGGGTTGAGTTACAGCTAGGTTACCTCCGCACGACACGCTCGCCTATCC-50

17-mer 50-CGGCATCAGCAATGTTG-30

aTT represent the site of the cis–syn TT dimer.
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17-mer was annealed to either 77-mer-TT or 77-mer-ctl in
a 1:1 molar ratio by heating solutions for 5min to 70�C
and 95�C, respectively, followed by slow cooling to 25�C
over several hours.

High-throughput short oligonucleotide sequencing assay

To generate the lesion bypass products, either
radiolabeled 17-mer/77-mer-ctl or 17-mer/77-mer-TT
(30 nM) was briefly preincubated at 37�C with an
enzyme (120 nM), and subsequently mixed with all four
dNTPs (200 nM each) in reaction buffer S (50mM
HEPES, pH 7.5 at 37�C, 5mM MgCl2, 50mM NaCl,
0.1mM EDTA, 5mM DTT, 7% glycerol and 0.1mg/ml
BSA). The reactions were incubated at 37�C for 1 hour for
hPolZ and hPolk, and 4 hours for hPoli. As the SOSA
primer 17-mer annealed 11 bases downstream of the 30-
end of the 77-mer-TT and 77-mer-ctl templates, full-length
DNA products were effectively separated from the
template by using denaturing PAGE.

Generation of sequencing libraries and DNA sequencing

To generate the sequencing libraries of the lesion bypass
products, each purified SOSA bypass product was PCR-
amplified by using one of six primers containing a unique
four-nucleotide barcode sequence and the HT-SOSA
reverse primer (Supplementary Table S1). All PCRs were
performed by using the following protocol: 95�C for 60 s
and 15 cycles of 95�C for 30 s, 50�C for 30 s and 72�C for
30 s, with a final extension at 72�C for 4min. The PCR
products were subsequently gel-purified by using the
QIAquick Gel Extraction Kit (Qiagen). To add the re-
maining adapter sequences necessary for next-generation
sequencing, the purified PCR products were PCR-
amplified with Illumina PCR primers 1 and 2
(Supplementary Table S1) by using the following
protocol: 95�C for 60 s and 15 cycles of 95�C for 30 s,
63�C for 30 s and 72�C for 30 s, with a final extension at
72�C for 4min. The resulting PCR products were then gel-
purified as described previously. The purity and concen-
tration of the PCR-amplified DNA products with
full-length adapter sequences were determined by using a
bioanalyzer (Agilent Technologies). The DNA products
were mixed in equal molar ratios (2.9 fmol each). The
sequencing library solution was subsequently mixed with
an equal amount of a sequence library derived from the
genome of bacteriophage �X. The final sequencing library
solution was then subjected to next-generation sequencing
by using a GAII Genome Analyzer (Illumina). This
method is summarized in Scheme 1.

Analysis of DNA sequences

Initially, all of the raw sequence reads that matched the
�X genome were removed. Sequence reads that contained
one or more base calls that were not identified with
>99.9% accuracy (Phred quality score of <30) were sub-
sequently removed by using the NGS QC Toolkit (26).
The remaining sequence reads were sorted into groups cor-
responding to the six unique barcode sequences used for
analysis (i.e. Iota-control, Iota-damage, Kappa-control,
Kappa-damage, Eta-control and Eta-damage) and stored

as individual Sequence Alignment/Map (SAM) files. After
sorting, erroneous sequences were further removed by
eliminating all sequence reads that did not perfectly
match the reference sequences within the first six nucleo-
tides, which consist of the four-nucleotide barcode
sequence and two adjacent nucleotides (Supplementary
Figures S4–S6, Positions �31 to �26). Each SAM file of
sequence reads was then analyzed by using a novel
computer program called ‘The Next-Generation
Sequencing Position Counter’. This program, written in
Java, aligned each query sequence within the SAM file
to a reference sequence (Supplementary Figure S3) by
using a Needleman–Wunsch algorithm (citation: http://
code.google.com/p/gal2009/) and produced an audit file
containing an annotated ‘best fit’ alignment for each
sequence (Supplementary Figure S7). The program simul-
taneously tallied the total number of matches, mismatches
(i.e. substitutions), insertions and deletions at each
template position of the query sequence relative to the
reference sequence by using the ‘best fit’ alignments. In
cases where the Needleman–Wunsch algorithm reported
multiple ‘best fit’ alignments of the quarry and reference
sequences with equivalent alignment scores, one alignment
was selected for analysis at random to avoid alignment
biases within our data sets. The sequence analysis for
each SAM file was calculated and summarized in an
output text file. Additionally, the details pertaining to
how the program aligned and tabulated the mutations
for each individual sequence read were also output to a
separate audit file (Supplementary Figure S7). The
Next-Generation Position Base Counter software is avail-
able for download at: http://bisr.osumc.edu/temp/
NGSPositionCounter.tar.gz and https://chemistry.osu.
edu/�suo.3/index.html.
The base comparisons at each template position along

the sequence read were scored as follows. Each base in the
query sequence read was compared with the correspond-
ing base in the reference sequence. If the two bases were
identical, the comparison was scored as a match. If the
two bases were different, the comparison was scored as a
mismatch. Insertions or deletions were indicated with a
dash. If the dash was reported in the reference read, the
comparison was scored as an insertion in the query
sequence. If the dash was reported in the query
sequence, then the comparison was scored as a deletion.
For insertions, the numbering for the reference read was
adjusted from the spot of the insertion (see Supplementary
Figure S7). Source codes are available on request.

RESULTS

The design of HT-SOSA to assess the mutagenic
consequences of translesion synthesis

To investigate the frequencies and patterns of mutations
induced by the TLS of a cis–syn TT dimer catalyzed by
the human Y-family DNA polymerases by using a
high-throughput approach, we designed HT-SOSA, as
described in Scheme 1. First, a ‘77-mer-TT’ template
containing a single cis–syn TT dimer site was generated
by standard DNA ligation techniques (Table 1,
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Supplementary Figure S1). Subsequently, a 50-
radiolabeled 17-mer primer was annealed 11 nucleotides
from the 30-end of the 77-mer-TT template (17-mer/
77-mer-TT) and extended separately by purified hPolZ,
hPolk and hPoli to generate full-length lesion bypass
products. For comparison, DNA products were also
synthesized by using a control DNA substrate (17-mer/
77-mer-ctl) containing a pair of undamaged template
dTs in place of the cis–syn TT dimer (Table 1). As previ-
ously observed (17), hRev1 failed to produce full-length
products with either the damaged or control DNA sub-
strates (data not shown) and was not included in our
analysis. This result was expected, as hRev1 is specialized
to function as a dCMP transferase to preferentially in-
corporate dCTP opposite various lesion sites, as well as

undamaged template bases (27,28). The full-length DNA
products synthesized by hPolZ, hPolk or hPoli were
separated from the longer DNA template through
denaturing PAGE. Next-generation DNA sequencing
libraries were then created by PCR amplification of the
isolated bypass products with primers bearing both a
unique four-nucleotide barcode to identify each DNA
product and the adapter sequences necessary for
next-generation sequencing (Supplementary Table S1,
Supplementary Figure S2). Although the adapter and
barcode sequences may be added within a single round
of PCR, we chose to sequentially build these sequences
by two rounds of PCR to reduce the sizes of the PCR
primers. Before sequencing, the six sequencing libraries
were mixed in equal molar ratios and subsequently

Scheme 1. Lesion bypass products were initially generated by extension of a control or damaged primer/template pair by an individual polymerase.
The newly synthesized strands were then isolated by denaturing PAGE and subsequently amplified by two rounds of PCR amplification with primers
containing a four nucleotide barcode sequence, and the adapter sequences necessary for next-generation sequencing. The adapter sequences are
shown as white bars. The four nucleotide barcode is shown as ‘XXXX’ in green. The sampled sequence and the flanking sequences are shown in red
and blue, respectively. The sequencing primer used for next-generation sequencing anneals to the PCR products within Adapter 1 and the 42
nucleotides of sequencing information obtained are indicated by a bracket. The position of the cis-syn TT dimer within the damaged template is
underlined and the nucleotide incorporations opposite from the lesion are shown as ‘??’.
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combined with an equal amount of a DNA sequencing
library derived from the bacteriophage �X genome to
increase sequence diversity. Such sequence diversity is a
necessity, as cluster detection algorithms for
next-generation sequencing are often optimized for a
balanced representation of all four nucleotides. After
next-generation sequencing, the raw sequence reads that
either aligned to the �X genome (1.4� 107, 38% of total)
or contained one or more base calls that were not assigned
with �99.9% accuracy (6.6� 106, 18% of total) were
removed. The remaining sequences were then sorted
according to the four-nucleotide barcodes
(Supplementary Figure S3), and sequence reads that con-
tained an error within the first six nucleotides or sequences
that lacked a barcode altogether (8.4� 105, 2% of total)
were also removed. The sorted sequences (1.5� 107, 42%
of total) were subsequently aligned, and the mutation
frequencies at each template position were calculated by
using our novel ‘Next-Generation Sequencing Position
Counter’ software. This custom software produced an
annotated alignment of each sequencing read with a ref-
erence sequence (Supplementary Figure S7), allowing for
the analysis of multiple mutations that occurred on the
same template, and also tabulated the total number of
observed base substitution, insertion and deletion muta-
tions as a function of template position. As an internal
control for errors introduced by PCR amplification and
next-generation sequencing, we determined the error rates
within flanking sequence 1 (Positions �25 to �11), which
were initially derived from the 17-mer primer (Scheme 1).
The average base substitution, insertion and deletion
frequencies within this control region were calculated to
be 5.5� 10�4, 9.4� 10�5 and 5.6� 10�4 per base, respect-
ively. The average relative error at each template position
within this control region, calculated as the total number
of mutations (insertions, deletions and substitutions)
divided by the total number of dNTP incorporation
events, was found to be 0.12±0.02%. This background
error rate is lower than the average error rates (0.1–1%)
reported for the Illumina next-generation sequencing
platform (29), partially due to the fact that our DNA
template was derived from purified synthetic oligos
rather than cellular DNA, which is often modified or
damaged. Although this background error rate precludes
the use of HT-SOSA for the examination of extremely rare
mutation events, such as those produced by high-fidelity
DNA polymerases, the total error rate of each error-prone
Y-family polymerase investigated was found to be
>145-fold above the background error rate opposite the
lesion site and >10-fold above the background error rate
at nearly every other template position analyzed
(Supplementary Figures S4–S6). Thus, we concluded
that HT-SOSA is a viable method for the investigation
of the mutagenic profiles induced by TLS catalyzed by
various Y-family polymerases.

Mutagenic profiles induced by TLS of a cis–syn TT dimer
catalyzed by three human Y-family DNA polymerases

hPol�. Human PolZ correctly incorporated dATP
opposite the 30-dT or 50-dT of the cis–syn TT dimer in

82.5 and 82.6% of the 1.88� 106 sequences analyzed,
respectively (Figure 1a and b), with an average error fre-
quency of 17.5%. Notably, hPolZ correctly incorporated
dATP opposite the 30-dT or 50-dT of the control template
77-mer-ctl within 98.2 and 87.8% of the sequences
analyzed, respectively (Figure1c and d), with an average
error frequency of 7.0%. Therefore, hPolZ was only
2.5-fold more error-prone while incorporating dNTPs
opposite the cis–syn TT dimer than opposite undamaged
DNA. However, the base deletion frequency of hPolZ at
template Positions �1 and +1 increased 37-fold in the
presence of the cis–syn TT dimer, with the majority of
these deletions arising as double-base deletions (Figure 1
and Table 2). A similar increase in the base deletion error
rate of hPolZ opposite a cis–syn TT dimer has also been
demonstrated by using ‘gap filling’ assays (6). We
concluded that the cis–syn TT dimer altered both the
types and the average frequencies of errors generated by
hPolZ. To quantitatively compare the error frequencies of
hPolZ at the damaged site with other template positions,
we plotted the relative errors produced by hPolZ as a
function of template position (Figure 2a and b). Most
notably, the relative error frequency of hPolZ at
Position+2 increased 4.5-fold in the presence of the cis–
syn TT dimer, indicating the fidelity of hPolZ was also
reduced during the first extension step after TLS.
Furthermore, the average deletion error frequency at
template positions upstream and downstream of the
lesion site increased 3.4- and 3.5-fold, respectively, in the
presence of the cis–syn TT dimer (Supplementary Table
S2). This increase in the base deletion frequency of hPolZ
was centered at template Positions �5 and+4, suggesting
that the double-base lesion influenced the fidelity of hPolZ
most when the enzyme was approximately one-half helical
turn upstream or downstream of the lesion site. The base
substitution rate for hPolZ replicating the undamaged
DNA template was calculated to be 2.8� 10�2 by using
HT-SOSA. This value is comparable with the dNTP
misincorporation fidelity of 5.6� 10�2, as measured by
steady-state kinetic assays (30), and 2.0� 10�3 to
2.1� 10�2, as measured by pre-steady-state kinetic
assays (31), validating HT-SOSA as an effective method
to determine the error rates of lesion bypass.
hPol�. We observed that hPolk correctly incorporated

dATP opposite the 30-dT and 50-dT of the cis–syn TT
dimer in 56.6 and 81.2% of the sequences analyzed, re-
spectively (Figure 1a and b). Therefore, hPolk was more
error-prone than hPolZ when bypassing the cis–syn TT
dimer. In contrast to hPolZ, the total error frequency of
hPolk at Position+2 increased only 2-fold in the presence
of the lesion (Figure 2c and d). This finding is consistent
with the hypothesized role of hPolk as the enzyme to
extend lesion bypass products during TLS (32,33).
Opposite the 30dT of the cis–syn TT dimer, hPolk prefer-
entially misincorporated dGTP (16.3%), dTTP (12.9%) or
dCTP (3.3%) over generating a base insertion (0.10%)
or deletion (10.8%) mutation (Figure 1a). However,
whenever hPolk generated a deletion mutation opposite
the cis–syn TT dimer, a double-base deletion was
favored over a single-base deletion (Table 2). Comparing
the error rate of hPolk at template positions upstream and
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downstream of the double-base lesion site, we found
that the base deletion error rate of hPolk increased
1.8- and 1.9-fold, respectively, in the presence of the
lesion (Figure 2 and Supplementary Table S2).
Therefore, like hPolZ, the lesion influenced the error
rate of hPolk before entering and after exiting the poly-
merase active site. The total base substitution rate for
hPolk replicating the undamaged DNA template was
calculated to be 1.3� 10�2 by HT-SOSA. This value is
similar to hPolk misincorporation fidelity of 1.4� 10�2,
determined by steady-state kinetic assays (34), and
3.5� 10�3 to 2.9� 10�2, established by pre-steady-state
kinetic assays (31).
hPol�. HT-SOSA analysis indicated that hPoli correctly

incorporated dATP opposite the 30-dT and 50-dT of the
cis–syn TT dimer in 13.0 and 50.2% of the sequences
analyzed, respectively (Figure 1a and b). Thus, hPoli
was more error-prone than either hPolZ or hPolk for
dNTP incorporations opposite the cis–syn TT dimer.
Although hPoli generated a significant number of base
deletions and substitutions opposite the template dTs of
the control template, the cis–syn TT dimer increased the
total average error frequency of hPoli at Positions �1 and
+1 from 50.5 to 68.0% (Figures 1 and 2). This increase in
relative error frequency was almost entirely due to a
7.7-fold increase in double-base deletions generated
opposite the cis–syn TT dimer (Table 2). Thus, the cis–
syn TT dimer altered both the type and the average fre-
quency of errors generated by hPoli. Overall, hPoli
produced more errors than hPolZ and hPolk at nearly

every template position. Consistent with previous studies
demonstrating the higher fidelity of hPoli for nucleotide
incorporation opposite template purines than template
pyrimidines (35–37), we found the fidelity of hPoli was
highest for dNTP incorporations opposite template base
dA, followed by dG, dC and dT (Figure 2). Surprisingly,
hPoli preferred to misincorporate dGTP opposite
template dTs at every template position (�10, �6, �5,
�1 and+7), except for Position+1, where hPoli preferred
to incorporate dTTP (Figure 1). Furthermore, the fidelity
of hPoli increased opposite the 50-dT relative to the 30-dT
of dT pairs, including the cis–syn TT dimer (Figure 2e and
f, compare Positions �6 with �5, and �1 with +1).
Therefore, we hypothesize that the fidelity of hPoli for
dNTP incorporations opposite the cis–syn TT dimer
may be dependent on the sequence context of the lesion.
The base substitution error rate for hPoli replicating the
undamaged template was calculated to be 1.8� 10�1 by
HT-SOSA, which is comparable with the dNTP incorpor-
ation fidelity of 1.0� 10�1, measured by steady-state
kinetic assays (38), and 9.3� 10�3 to 1.1� 10�1, as
measured by single-turnover kinetic assays (31).

DISCUSSION

We have developed HT-SOSA, a high-throughput
approach, to analyze the types and frequencies of muta-
tions (deletions, additions and substitutions) produced as
a result of DNA lesion bypass catalyzed by individual
DNA polymerases (Scheme 1). Although HT-SOSA

Figure 1. Comparison of the preferred actions of human Y-family DNA polymerases opposite a cis–syn TT-dimer. The relative frequency of
nucleotide incorporations opposite the (a) 30-dT or (b) 50-dT of the cis–syn TT-dimer is indicated. For comparison, relative frequency of nucleotide
incorporations opposite the corresponding (c) 30-dT or (d) 50-dT of the control template is indicated.
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provides an unparalleled level of statistically robust
information, the analysis of these vast data sets was prob-
lematic with the currently available computational
approaches. We found that the local sequence alignment
methods typically used to align the relatively short
sequences generated by next-generation sequencing to
much larger reference genomes poorly aligned the 42-bp
HT-SOSA sequences with an equal-length reference
sequence (Supplementary Figure S3). Therefore, we de-
veloped the software ‘Next-Generation Sequencing
Position Counter’. This software uses a Needleman–
Wunsch global sequence alignment algorithm to align

the sequence of each lesion bypass product to an error-free
reference sequence, and scores the types and frequencies of
mutations generated by each DNA polymerase during
TLS of a specific lesion. Therefore, lesion-induced
mutations up to 10 template positions upstream and
downstream from the damaged site can be
investigated by using this strategy. Furthermore, by
producing an annotated alignment for each se-
quence, this program facilitates the high-throughput
analysis of sequences containing multiple mutations
(Table 2, Supplementary Table S3, and Supplementary
Figure S7).

Figure 2. Histogram of the relative percent error as a function of template position. The relative number of base insertions (striped bar), substi-
tutions (black bar) and deletions (white bar) as a percentage of the total dNTP incorporations is shown at each template position. The indicated
template position is relative to the cis–syn TT dimer site within the 77-mer-TT template. The template bases are indicated and the cis–syn TT dimer is
represented as T-T. Lesion bypass analysis for (a) hPolZ, (c) hPolk and (e) hPoli with the cis–syn TT dimer-containing DNA substrate is shown. The
relative error as a function of template position with the control DNA substrate containing a pair of undamaged template dTs was also analyzed for
(b) hPolZ, (d) hPolk and (f) hPoli.
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To demonstrate the quantitative assessment of muta-
tions induced by a site-specifically placed DNA lesion by
using HT-SOSA, we analyzed the mutagenic profile
generated during TLS of a cis–syn TT dimer catalyzed
by hPolZ, hPolk and hPoli. We concluded that hPolZ
was the least error-prone Y-family enzyme for dNTP in-
corporation opposite the cis–syn TT dimer, whereas hPolk
was less error-prone than hPolZ for dNTP incorporation
opposite Position+2 of the damaged template (Figures 1
and 2). These findings are consistent with the established
role of hPolZ for the bypass of cis–syn TT dimers in vivo
(7–9) and the hypothesized role of hPolk for the extension
of TLS products (32,33,39). Indeed the specialization of
hPolZ for bypassing CPDs such as cis–syn TT dimers is
supported by X-ray crystal structural studies (40)
demonstrating that the spacious and flexible active site
of hPolZ can readily accommodate an intra-strand di-
nucleotide lesion. Additionally, hPolZ acts as a ‘molecular
splint’ to straighten the template strand bearing a cis–syn
TT dimer. The cis–syn TT dimer typically induces signifi-
cant distortions to local DNA structure, including a 30�

bend in the DNA helix (41). However, hPolZ stabilizes the
lesion-containing template strand in the B-form conform-
ation through extensive interactions between the enzyme
and the template strand (40).
We observed that the dNTP incorporation accuracy of

hPoli was sequence-dependent, with the fidelity of hPoli
being the highest for dNTP incorporations opposite dA,
followed by dG, dC and dT (Figure 2). This template
sequence-bias of dNTP incorporation fidelity for hPoli
has been predicted by kinetic assays (37). For example,
hPoli has been shown kinetically to incorporate dGTP
more efficiently than dATP when opposite dT (36).
Consistently, structural studies demonstrate that the
templating nucleotide is switched from the cis to syn con-
formation at the active site of hPoli, leading to Hoogsteen
base pairing, rather than Watson–Crick base pairing,
between an incoming dNTP and the template base (35).
The base substitution error rates of hPolZ, hPolk and

hPoli calculated by HT-SOSA with undamaged DNA
templates closely match the dNTP incorporation fidelities

predicted by steady-state and pre-steady-state kinetic
assays (see RESULTS). Thus, the base substitution error
rates calculated by HT-SOSA are corroborated by estab-
lished kinetic methods. However, for the determination of
polymerase fidelity opposite a lesion, it should be noted
that HT-SOSA provides a more comprehensive analysis
of the mutagenic profile of DNA damaged-induced muta-
tions than kinetic assays because kinetic assays assume
each dNTP misincorporation is a base substitution event,
whereas HT-SOSA analysis accounts for all mutagenic
events, i.e. base substitutions, deletions and insertions.
Furthermore, unlike kinetic assays that calculate the poly-
merase fidelity based on the dNTP incorporation efficiency
opposite individual template positions, HT-SOSA allows
for the analysis of multi-base mutations within a single
full-length product (Supplementary Table S3).

The majority of UV-induced mutations detected within
cells lacking hPolZ are T!C transitions and T!A
transversions (14,20,42–44), indicating that the error-
prone DNA polymerase(s) that substitutes for hPolZ prin-
cipally misincorporates dGTP or dTTP opposite CPDs.
Interestingly, we found that hPoli generated the most mu-
tations opposite both template positions of the
double-base lesion, and preferentially misincorporated
dGTP and dTTP opposite the 30-dT and dTTP opposite
the 50-dT of the cis–syn TT dimer, rather than correctly
incorporating two dATPs (Figure 1). Thus, our HT-SOSA
data are most consistent with the proposed lesion bypass
model wherein hPoli (13–15) is responsible for the
error-prone TLS of cis–syn TT dimers in the absence of
hPolZ. However, given that hPolk also misincorporated
dGTP and dTTP opposite the 30-dT of the cis–syn TT
dimer (Figure 1a), we cannot completely rule out the pos-
sibility that hPolk also plays a role in the error-prone
bypass of cis–syn TT dimers. Once hPoli or hPolk
bypasses cis–syn TT dimers in the absence of hPolZ, the
mostly error-free extension of lesion bypass products may
be carried out by either hPolk (see previously) or a
B-family enzyme, human DNA polymerase z (7,32,45).

Given that the next-generation sequencing technology
used by HT-SOSA has consistently and frequently

Table 2. Number of sequences that contain deletion mutations opposite the cis-syn TT dimer site and the corresponding percent of total se-

quences analyzed

Sequencea hPolZ hPolk hPoli

Control template Damaged template Control template Damaged template Control template Damaged template

TCAATG 2 106 445 (80.7%) 1 257 192 (66.8%) 3 388 119 (92.5%) 1 407 584 (49.2%) 318 649 (16.3%) 168 671 (7.1%)
---ATG 0 (0.0%) 0 (0.0%) 0 (0.0%) 0 (0.0%) 1 (<0.1) 0 (0.0%)
T--ATG 2 (<0.1%) 6 (<0.1%) 2 (<0.1%) 15 (<0.1%) 57 (<0.1%) 1014 (<0.1%)
T---TG 165 (<0.1%) 1887 (0.1%) 19 (<0.1%) 4201 (0.1%) 33 460 (1.7%) 16 950 (0.7%)
TC-ATGb 7434 (0.3%) 27 201 (1.4%) 11 492 (0.3%) 122 986 (4.2%) 25 694 (1.3%) 51 550 (2.2%)
TC--TG 933 (<0.1%) 214 826 (11.4%) 359 (<0.1%) 294 250 (10.3%) 58 960 (3.0%) 551 921 (23.1%)
TC---G 461 (<0.1%) 5783 (0.3%) 26 (<0.1%) 3924 (0.1%) 8325 (0.4%) 5653 (0.2%)
TCA--G 6363 (0.2%) 14 063 (0.7%) 1043 (<0.1%) 10 821 (0.4%) 63 975 (3.3%) 21 486 (0.9%)
TCA--- 0 (0.0%) 0 (0.0%) 0 (0.0%) 0 (0.0%) 0 (0.0%) 0 (0.0%)
T----G 683 (<0.1%) 684 (<0.1%) 38 (<0.1%) 1182 (<0.1%) 44 (<0.1%) 193 (<0.1%)

aIncorporations opposite from the cis–syn TT dimer are in bold. The sequence TCAATG represents a sequence with no substitution, deletion or
insertion mutations from Position �3 to +3. Sequences are depicted 50–30.
bIncludes all single-base deletions that aligned opposite either the 50-dT or 30-dT of the control or damaged templates, as these two events cannot be
resolved.
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improved with respect to the length, number and accuracy
of obtained sequences since its inception, we predict
that our method will become far more powerful and
versatile in the near future. We have demonstrated that
this approach is a valuable tool for defining the
mutagenic profile of DNA lesion bypass by individual poly-
merases in vitro. However, HT-SOSA can be readily
adapted to assess the mutagenic profile induced by
DNA lesions within cell culture by using established
methods (46) to construct damaged DNA templates for
cell transfection. Furthermore, owing to the capability to
combine multiple samples in a single sequencing reaction
and the subsequent sorting of the sequences by using
unique barcodes, we expect that HT-SOSA will serve as
the basis for larger and more complex applications, while
remaining cost-effective. For example, by using a four-nu-
cleotide barcode, up to 256 individual sequence libraries
may be sequenced within a single reaction and subse-
quently sorted before analysis. Such a scheme allows for
the simultaneous assessment of the mutagenic profiles
induced by TLS catalyzed by a polymerase in combin-
ation with one or more auxiliary proteins, wild-type or
mutated enzymes, or in the presence of exogenous agents,
such as carcinogens. Finally, the general approach that we
have described here is not limited to the study of TLS by
error-prone DNA polymerases, but can be modified for the
study of a number of cellular DNA repair pathways, such
as base excision repair or non-homologous end joining.

SUPPLEMENTARY DATA

Supplementary Data are available at NAR Online:
Supplementary Tables 1–3 and Supplementary Figures
1–7.
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